The library has provided your students an effective and trusted way to access the essential knowledge needed to succeed on their next assignment. ScienceDirect offers online access to book content, with no digital rights management, so your students can download book chapters to read on the go on their tablet or eReader.

Find these 6 tutorials to help you get started at onlinebooksconnect.elsevier.com/tutorials

1. DETERMINE WHICH BOOKS YOUR INSTITUTION HAS FULL ACCESS TO
   Ways to search and filter to show only titles you have full-text access to on ScienceDirect.

2. REGISTER NOW
   REGISTER NOW TO USE PERSONALIZED FEATURES ON SCIENCEDIRECT
   It allows you to personalize your settings, save searches, create alerts, purchase articles, and more.

3. SET UP REMOTE ACCESS TO SCIENCE DIRECT
   View all of your institution's subscribed books' content when you are out of its IP access range.

4. DOWNLOAD A COMPLETE EBOOK (MULTIPLE PDFS)
   You can easily download one, selected, or all chapters from a book on ScienceDirect.

5. ACCESS EBOOKS ON SCIENCE DIRECT VIA MOBILE DEVICES
   Learn how to view relevant articles or chapters on your mobile device.

6. CREATE AND SAVE ALERTS ON SCIENCE DIRECT
   Set up search alerts to receive notifications when a saved query retrieves new results.

Empower yourself to achieve more than you ever thought possible with Books on ScienceDirect.

www.ScienceDirect.com